Factsheet

Gallo
Over 100 years bringing quality and perfection to your table

Founded in Portugal in 1919 by a visionary named Victor Guedes, Gallo is
synonymous of Portuguese soul and tradition. At Gallo, we are passionate
about olive oil since our origin, and we have been working in this magical
world for 100 years.
Today, we are the first Portuguese olive oil brand in the world, and the
fourth in the world ranking. The reputation of our olive oils is built on a solid
foundation of quality and a constant desire for new knowledge. For this
reason we work directly with producers, millers, researchers, and blenders to
learn more about olive oil every day, and thus constantly improve the quality
of all our products.
But our passion does not end with olive oil: we also explore the worlds of
vinegar and piri-piri, which we carefully produce, based on a fundamental
principle that we never forget: the unquestionable quality of our products.
Our ambition, in everything we produce, is to provide authentic flavors that
make a difference in people's recipes. That is why, at Gallo we believe that
life is to be lived through culinary experiences. Food is all about sensations
and emotions. For us, creating and tasting a dish feeds the soul, brings

Reserva Extra vergine olive oil

happiness, and provides pleasure. At meals, people come closer to each

Article: 111142

other, memories are shared, and relationships are reinforced.

750ml
Bottle

We are proud to know that we are present in the kitchens and tables of
thousands of consumers around the world, providing a tasteful moment

Carton: 12 pieces
Ethnicity: Portugal
Product group: oils
Commodity group: OLIVE OILS
Country of production: Portugal

shared with family and friends.

GTIN CU: 5601252111039
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GTIN TU: 5601252111022

Ingredients / nutrition facts:
https://www.gerig.ch/tb/5601252111039/
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Gustav Gerig AG
Hardturmstrasse 169
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